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Migrating from SQCpack 6.5, CHARTrunner,  
and CHARTrunner Lean to SQCpack 7 

 
To ensure that your experience migrating to SQCpack 7 is seamless, we recommend that you follow these steps: 

1. Test drive SQCpack 7. 
2. Watch SQCpack 7 information videos.  
3. Plan your implementation. 

 

1. Take SQCpack 7 for a “test drive” 

Download SQCpack 7 at:  
http://www.pqsystems.com/quality-solutions/statistical-process-control/SQCpack/trial-form.php 

SQCpack 7 is major upgrade to SQCpack that boasts improved workflows and new features. The user interface 
and user experience have been improved to enhance the user’s productivity.  

SQCpack merges CHARTrunner and SQCpack functionality into one robust yet simple application. SQCpack 6.5 
users will recognize the familiar data groups. CHARTrunner users will recognize chart definitions. Existing 
SQCpack data and existing CHARTrunner charts are easily imported into SQCpack 7. 

 

2. Review product videos  

Many short SQCpack 7 informational videos are available. To review these, visit: 

http://www.pqsystems.com/quality-solutions/statistical-process-control/SQCpack/tour-importing.php 

http://www.pqsystems.com/quality-solutions/statistical-process-control/SQCpack/tour.php 

 

3. Plan your implementation 

Once you are familiar with the features available in SQCpack 7, plan how it will be rolled out in your organization. 
We recommend the following steps: 

A. In coordination with your IT or database staff, create the SQCpack database and set up appropriate 
permissions along with a database backup plan. 

B. Install SQCpack 7 on each PC where it will be used.  
C. Configure each SQCpack for the database created in step A above. 
D. Propose a cutover date when SQCpack 7 will be used in place of your current SQCpack and/or 

CHARTrunner. 
E. Convert your existing SQCpack data and/or CHARTrunner charts to the new SQCpack 7 database. This 

only needs to be done one time. 
F. Make the cutover to SQCpack 7, performing all work in SQCpack 7. 
G. Once the cutover is complete, un-install SQCpack 6.5 or CHARTrunner applications. 
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